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Executive Summary

When they first launched in 2021, fan tokens were hailed as a revolution in sports. They were 
supposed to drive fan engagement and generate extra revenue for clubs. According to a 
recent survey by Kucoin, football is the most popular sport among crypto investors, with 
24% of respondents showing a particular interest. Therefore, football initially appeared to 
be a good use case for the blockchain.

Unfortunately, the tokens issued by some national teams have become highly speculative 
and failed to appeal to real fans. In the run-up to the World Cup, investors had high 
expectations for these tokens, but they performed poorly during the tournament. More 
surprising was that there was no correlation between team performance and price returns. 
Some blame it on the crypto winter, while others point to a lack of fan interest in the 
World Cup. On December 3rd, 2022, Bitci, a popular fan token platform, announced that 
it was terminating its sponsorship agreements with sports teams due to low profitability.

In this research article, we try to understand what happened by reviewing the concept of 
fan tokens and their tokenomics, analyzing relevant blockchain and transaction data, and 
concluding that the concept, in its current form, cannot be transposed to national teams. 
On that level, fan tokens would need a stronger marketing strategy, more engagement 
from national federations, and robust tokenomics to be successful.

Source: Kucoin

https://www.bitci.com/announcements/public-statement-about-fan-tokens
https://www.bitci.com/announcements/public-statement-about-fan-tokens
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Three main platforms

Most national teams participating in the World Cup have been facing headwinds from 
crypto winter, as most football fan tokens have taken a big hit in the past week.

Chiliz and Bitci are two of the most popular fan token platforms. They have their own 
blockchain where they issue fan tokens, while facilitating the exchange of these tokens 
on their in-house exchanges. Fan tokens issued by Chiliz are on the native Chiliz chain, 
whereas Bitci issues its tokens on Bitci chain.  Sports teams and clubs use those platforms 
to create exclusive deals and to issue tokens. Fan tokens have been adopted by major 
clubs such as Barcelona and Paris St Germain.

Chiliz token ($CHZ) currently acts as the base token for anyone looking to buy fan tokens 
on the Chiliz exchange. With the launch of Chiliz chain 2, $CHZ is supposed to become 
the native token for the blockchain, which will improve its utility.

Only four teams participating in FIFA World Cup currently have circulating Official Fan 
Tokens, i.e., tokens recognized by the federations. Of these, two are issued by Chiliz 
(Argentina and Portugal) and the other by Bitci (Spain and Brazil).

Another Fan Engagment platform, Socios, built on the Chiliz chain, has quickly become 
popular after signing agreements with the biggest football clubs, e.g., PSG, Barcelona, 
Lazio, etc. Socios is a playground for various fan token polls organized by sports teams. 
Teams organize polls for the fan token holders related to various daily football-related 
activities; in turn, the token holders can have a say in the team’s functioning.

Fan Token projects try to incentivize token holders in various ways including but not 
limited to giving rewards to users who take part in polls, burning tokens based on team’s 
performance (which theoretically should increase the price) and airdropping NFTs to 
token holders.

The Concept of Fan Tokens

https://www.chiliz.com/en/
https://www.bitci.com/
https://explorer.chiliz.com/
https://v2.bitciexplorer.com/
https://www.chiliz.com/en/chain/
https://www.socios.com/
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Chiliz & Socios

Portugal National Team Fan Token ($POR) and Argentina Football Association Fan 
Token ($ARG) provide a tokenized share of influence in the team decisions. Fans owning 
these tokens have access to exclusive rewards and can collect in-app loyalty points 
(SSU). The share of tokens held and the amount of engagement in games, polls, and trivia 
increases the chances of receiving SSU, which can be exchanged for club rewards like 
digital collectibles, merchandise, and various club items, to name a few.

Monthly linear vesting schedule of 8 
years, having started from July 2021. 
Maximum 2.5 million tokens can be 
unlocked per year.

Monthly linear vesting schedule of 8 
years, having started from September 
2021. Maximum 2.5 million tokens can be 
unlocked per year.

Utility & Tokenomics

Head Details

Token Type ERC-20

Launch Date June 2021

Launch Price $ 2.20

Total Supply 20,000,000

Circulating Supply 4,058,566

Head Details

Token Type ERC-20

Launch Date July 2021

Launch Price € 2.00

Total Supply 20,000,000

Circulating Supply 4,001,873

$ARG Tokenomics $POR Tokenomics

Source: Chiliz Source: Chiliz

https://chiliz.gitbook.io/fan-token-research/fan-tokens/argentine-football-association-fan-token
https://chiliz.gitbook.io/fan-token-research/fan-tokens/argentine-football-association-fan-token
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Utility & Tokenomics

Bitci

Bitci has designed fan tokens for the Spain National Football Team ($SNFT) and the Brazil 
National Football Team ($BFT). With these tokens, teams offer fans a way to receive 
rewards, engage in polls and discussions, play games, and purchase NFTs.

Token holders have access to paid and free surveys along with exclusive events on the 
Bitci Fan Token Platform. Holders also receive digital collectibles, loyalty points, and fan 
rewards that could be used in the e-commerce ecosystem. Other utilities include access 
to multiple games and quests along with NFTs and loyalty badges which holders of a 
token can receive on donations.

Pre-sale of 25%, amounting to 25 million 
$SNFT tokens. 75% of the total supply 
is allocated to the National team. These 
tokens can be unlocked 365 days after 
the allocation date.

Pre-sale of 30% of total supply. 70% 
of the total supply is allocated to the 
National team. These tokens can be 
unlocked 365 days after the allocation 
date.

Head Details

Token Type BRC-20

Launch Date July 2021

Launch Price € 0.50

Total Supply 100,000,000

Circulating Supply 24,255,000

Head Details

Token Type BRC-20

Launch Date July 2021

Launch Price € 0.50

Total Supply 100,000,000

Circulating Supply 29,857,500

$SNFT Tokenomics $BFT Tokenomics

Source: Bitci Source: Bitci

https://www.bitci.com/projects/SNFT
https://www.bitci.com/projects/BFT
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National Teams vs Club Tokens

As we can see the National Team Tokens lag far behind their club counterparts in total market 
cap. Their spot volume also lagged behind the club tokens.  This can be explained by : 

• Clubs having more fans around the world whilst national teams have mostly fans in their 
specific country.

• Club football is a throughout the year phenomenon with weekly matches. National 
matches are few and scattered around the year, with most of the fan interest taking 
place during continental and World Cup competitions.

The top 5 fan tokens in terms of market cap are club tokens, and National tokens arrive 
at 6th and 9th in the top 10. Most of the club token’s liquidity is on Binance; however, the 
National token liquidity is primarily on the local exchanges of the specific National token.

Liquidity for fan tokens is usually moderate. The most liquid and highest market cap 
token, Lazio, has a 2% depth of $180k on Binance, and the least liquid, Peru, has a 2% 
depth of $745 on Gate, which also has 84% of the total liquidity.

Data Analysis

National teams in red. Source: Binance API & Coingecko 
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Argentina

The match between Saudi Arabia and Argentina was arguably one of the biggest world 
cup upsets in recent times. Going into the World Cup with a 36-match unbeaten streak, 
Argentina was undoubtedly a favorite to win or at least to make the final. Saudi Arabia 
pulled off nothing short of a miracle, and this magical endeavor shocked the entire world.

The Argentine National Football Team’s Fan Token ($ARG) is one of the most popular fan 
tokens, with the biggest market cap of any national team’s fan token. Just before the 
world cup, $ARG saw its highest price of $USD, with fans showing their strong confidence 
in the Chiliz-based token. As bad as the match was for the Argentina Football Team, 
its fan token saw a worse decline: 90 minutes of play and two goals from Saudi Arabia 
successfully brought down the $ARG price by 25%.

Match Performance and Price -
Is There A Relation?

Source: Prices From OKX

https://www.okx.com/en-in/markets/prices/argentine-football-association-fan-token-arg
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Match Performance and Price -
Is There A Relation?

Per the $ARG chart above, on 22 November 2022, the price continued falling throughout 
the match and settled only after the market cap had reduced from $26,2 million to $19,7 
million. Plotting the price onto the timeline provides a context of how, even though Messi’s 
penalty gave a small pump to the price, Saudi’s first goal acted as the token’s escape 
point. The price continued falling after the match.

While Argentina’s fan token nosedived, Saudi’s NFT collection volume increased sharply 
during and after the match:

Source: Nansen
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Match Performance and Price -
Is There A Relation?

Spain vs. Costa Rica: fans unimpressed by a 7-0 victory

Spain started their campaign against Costa Rica with all guns blazing. The Spanish brigade 
scored seven goals, while Costa Rica struggled to have any shots on target. It was the 
perfect World Cup opener for Spain, but the Spain National Fan Token ($SNFT) did not 
reflect this success. The Bitci chain-based token saw a continued increase in price in the 
build-up to the game, with the peak price hitting during the match. Bitci was also running 
a token burn campaign which resulted in the burning of $SNFT Token’s 0.05% circulating 
supply during the game, which acted as a dividend for the token holders. Despite an 
excellent performance and the token burn campaign, the price still fell considerably.

$SNFT is a relatively new token with a considerably lower market cap than $ARG. On 23 
November, the Spanish Fan Token reached a market cap of $7,8 million. Spain enjoyed a 
great match, but the fan token didn’t share the same confidence.

Source: Prices From MEXC

https://www.mexc.com/price/SNFT
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In the past, fan tokens followed a pattern of rallying before major events or announcements 
(player sign-ups) and crashing just after.

Overall Token Performance

Unfortunately, the 2022 World Cup was not an exception. The majority of national team 
fan tokens rallying strongly before the event; some of the tokens were up more than 70%. 
Since the World Cup started, all the tokens have been facing severe selling pressure, with 
some decreasing by more than 50%.

The World Cup:
Buy the Rumor, Sell the News

Team
30 days Before 

World Cup
20 days Before 

World Cup
World Cup
Start Day

Current Price
(28 Nov 2022)

Argentina $4.390 $4.770 $8.490 $4.510

Spain $0.445 $0.419 $0.486 $0.212

Brazil $0.970 $0.933 $ 1.060 $0.468

Portugal $3.410 $3.690 $ 6.190 $3.900

Team
30 days Before 

World Cup
20 days Before 

World Cup
World Cup
Start Day

Current Price
(28 Nov 2022)

Argentina 0.00% 8.66% 77.99% -46.88%

Spain 0.00% -5.82% 15.95% -56.37%

Brazil 0.00% -3.83% 13.59% -55.90%

Portugal 0.00% 8.21% 67.75% -37.00%
Price evolution of national fan tokens (source Binance, OKX, MEXC)
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The World Cup:
Buy the Rumor, Sell the News

Intraday Data Deep Dive

We looked at the price evolution during three matches involving Spain, Brazil, and Portugal.

A deep dive into intraday data confirms selling pressure a few hours before the start of 
the game. This selling pressure usually accelerates when the game starts disregarding 
the result. Speculators who bought many tokens before the World Cup may have found 
themselves holding a bag of unpopular tokens. Hence, they appear to be liquidating their 
positions as the liquidity around match prices increases.

Brazil ($BFT) wins 2-0. Match starts at 7pm UTC on 24 November 2022. (Source: MEXC)
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The World Cup:
Buy the Rumor, Sell the News

Portugal ($POR) wins 3-2. Match starts at 4pm UTC on 24 November 2022. (Source: OKX)

Spain ($SNFT) draws 1-1. Match starts at 7pm UTC on 27 November 2022. (Source: MEXC)
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The World Cup:
Buy the Rumor, Sell the News

Source: Cryptowatch

Open Interest Data for CHZ 

CHZ (Chiliz) token is at the core of the fan token ecosystem: users need to buy CHZ 
tokens and convert them into fan tokens. The demand for CHZ tokens provides good 
insights into the overall demand for fan tokens. As the World Cup began and people 
doubled down on selling the news, the open interest for CHZ started to decrease along 
with the price. Shorts started to accumulate and began dominating the futures arena.
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The World Cup:
Buy the Rumor, Sell the News

Source: Coinalyze

The total volume of CHZ on spot and perpetual futures represents a perfect example of 
a narrative trade where users bought the token due to hype leading up to the World Cup.

The Open Interest and the volume of the token were highest in the days leading up to the 
World Cup over the last three months and have come back to the levels adjacent in the 
previous months.
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Concepts Plagued by Speculation 
and Bad Tokenomics

Lack of Utility leads to Speculation

National fan tokens were launched at the end of 2021, yet their utility remains unclear. 
Unlike some club tokens, national fan tokens do not offer their owners any specific re-
wards or impactful polls. For example, holders of $ARG can only vote in 4 polls as of July 
2021, with a declining number of voters each time. Those polls are not impactful enough 
to push fans to hold these tokens.

It seems that fan tokens are not well suited for National Teams, where the engagement 
and monetization issues are less important than at the club level. As a result, national 
federations do not invest themselves in the project by trying to give their fans the best 
experience possible.

Given the lack of utility, token holders are using fan tokens for speculation/betting on 
World Cup outcome. This is contrary to the original project goal which intended to build 
a strong community of fans.

Source: Rocketfan

https://rocketfan.com/asset/ARG
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Concepts Plagued by Speculation 
and Bad Tokenomics

Poor Tokenomics 

National Fan tokens also suffered from bad tokenomics, where too many tokens were 
distributed for free, diluting their value. The circulating supply increased far too quickly. 
For example, the circulating supply of the $ARG (Argentina) token has tripled since April 
2022 and doubled for $POR (Portugal). Those tokens could have been better distributed 
to attract real fans instead of speculators. A vesting schedule could also have been 
introduced to that effect.

The fanbase for national teams is primarily national compared to clubs, where it’s mainly 
global. Fan base tokens are traded on small exchanges where the client base is very 
different from the fan base. This contrasts club tokens which are tradable through Binance 
and therefore target a wider audience. For example, a significant portion of the liquidity 
for $POR and $ARG tokens is through Paribu, a Turkish CEX.

Source: Rocketfan

Source: Rocketfan

https://rocketfan.com
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Non-Investment Disclaimer

This report has been prepared for the general information and understanding of the readers. The views 
and strategies described may not be suitable for all readers. Both past performance and yield may not be 
a reliable guide to future performance. All case studies are shown for illustrative purposes only and should 
not be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation publicly available to Nethermind. This 
report does not indicate Nethermind’s endorsement of any particular project or team, nor guarantee its 
security. No third party should rely on this report in any way, including for the purpose of making any deci-
sions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Nethermind 
disclaims any liability in connection with this report, its content, and any related services and products 
and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, and non-infringement. Nethermind does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume 
responsibility for any product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the product, any 
open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to, called by, refer-
enced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any hyper-
linked websites, any websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and Nethermind will not 
be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any third-party. 
You should use your best judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. 

FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING 
ANY ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM 
OF FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.
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